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Whether they’re screaming around a race track, traveling in a rumbling pack, or parked
alongside a country road, motorcycles signal outdoor fun. People ride motorcycles for
entertainment, vacation travel, or to get to and from work. These sleek, comfortable vehicles
are fuel efficient and safer than ever. Explore how one manufacturer creates motorcycles that
thousands of people use every day for work and play.
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Welding
The first step in
building a motorcycle
is creating its parts
from steel, aluminum,
and copper. Metal
pieces are joined
together by welding—
heating and melting
them at the spot
where they meet.
Steel melts at a
scorching 700°F
(371°C), so welders
wear fire-proof vests,
gloves, and masks to
protect their eyes.
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Some parts are
made with the help
of robots. Pieces
of a motorcycle’s
frame—the
structure that
holds the engine,
wheels, and
handlebars—are
attached to a
welding rack. The
rack flips over into
the shelter and a
robotic arm welds
all the pieces
together.
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When the robot finishes welding, the rack flips back
out of the shelter. A worker removes the hot frame from
the rack with tongs and places it in a safe area to cool.
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Paint
Color adds personality to the motorcycle. Parts, such as frames, fenders, and foot pegs, are
painted in colors like flame yellow, supersonic blue, or stone beige. Here, unpainted gas
tanks are mounted on a moving track that travels to a paint booth. 
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